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Gender
The gender of Likhayan's
consumers has focused

mostly on women.

Demographic 

Age
Likhayan customers' ages

ranging from 18 - 23

Location
The location of the

customers mainly in Metro
Manila (NCR)

 Household
Income

51,000- 100,000 pesos

Ethnicity

Likhayan is a local
business for Filipinos

Maritial Status

Single/no family since
mostly the customers

ages ranging from 18 -
20's



 

Lifestyle
Gen Z likes to purchase in

online shops since some of
them doesn't go out that

often.
 

Background 

AdvocacyOccupation
 Students or employed that
are frequently traveling or

in need of storage for
books, or equipment. 

Gen Z for they are the ones
who are most advocacy-
driven and aware of the

negative effects of pollution
and fast fashion.

 



Limited Design : There is a limited number of designs from which to choose.
Pricey : The cost was a little on the pricier side.
Few Compartments : There aren't many compartments in which to store
small items or organize them.
Security : If it's safe to carry everywhere, and if it has zippers

Challenges—

Goals and Challenges 

Goals— Classic : in order for it to never go out of style
Fashionable : So that we may style it anywhere and with anything.
Spacious : As a result, a lot of different items may be stored inside.
Comfort : So that the bag may be carried for a long period of time without
causing discomfort to the shoulders



Solutions 
(What can we do? based on their

challenges)

Limited Design : Inform our consumers of our purpose, and that is to lessen
clothing waste. Nevertheless, the company will research and create more designs.
Pricey : Set up a reasonable and valuable price for our customers and advocacy.
Few Compartments : Add pockets to the tote bag for smaller items.
Security : The lining of the bag provides protection; Likhayan members and
manufacturers  will make sure to implement a durable lining in the bag.

Classic & Fashionable : Produce a design that can fit a wide range of outfits.
Spacious : Employ the size (length and width) of the bag that can store all and any personal
items one might need when going out.
Comfort : Implement suitable measurements (length and width) on the handles of the tote bag.



Communication
Channels 

Facebook

Most active on—

1

2

3

Instagram

Tiktok

Time spent
largely on—

Facebook1

2 Tiktok

Preferred
online stores—

1

2

Shopee1

2 Lazada

1

2

1

2

1

2



Consumer Types/
Segments

Empowered Activist
- advocacy, environment,

fast fashion

Focus on the Fashion
- aesthetic, style,

uniqueness

Focus on travel
- functionality, storage,

security


